STRIPLINE POWER DIVIDER
Device Type: 6 Way  Model Number: PS6-31

Marker: 10500.00 MHz, -9.97 dB

Tested by:
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STRIPLINE POWER DIVIDER
Device Type: 6 Way  Model Number: PS6-31

Marker: 20500.00 MHz, -25.39 dB

Isolation

10000 MHz

22000 MHz

Tested by:
STRIPLINE POWER DIVIDER
Device Type: 6 Way  Model Number: PS6-31

Marker: 21000.00 MHz, -20.53 dB

Input Return Loss

Tested by:
STRIPLINE POWER DIVIDER
Device Type: 6 Way  Model Number: PS6-31

Marker: 20500.00 MHz, -20.06 dB

Output Return Loss

10000 MHz  22000 MHz
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STRIP LINE POWER DIVIDER
Device Type: 6 Way  Model Number: PS6-31

Marker: 20500.00 MHz, +0.99 dB

Amplitude Balance
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STRIPLINE POWER DIVIDER
Device Type: 6 Way Model Number: PS6-31

Marker: 21500.00 MHz, +3.24 Deg's

10000 MHz - 22000 MHz
Phase Balance

tested by:
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